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Sat Nav touch screen retrofit completed - with pics.

Hi everyone, just thought this may be of interest to some of you.

Here are some pics of the touch screen navigation retrofit I completed yesterday.

The car didn't have any pre-wiring, no cd changer, nothing at all in the boot. But this retrofit worked like a charm with the help of a
custom plug and play wiring loom that can be made up at home!!
Instructions for the loom are over on the UK forum in the x-type section. (loom is identical) the loom was made up for me by jostaffs
on the UK forum.

So for your viewing pleasure, here's my retrofit:

1. The standard climate control unit and stereo

2. Start by removing the cup holder, one of the screws for the centre console is hidden under here:

3. Remove the screw under the cup holder and the one located in the main compartment at the back left.
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4. Lift out the centre console and unplug the 12v socket and set the console aside

5. Now remove the trim from around the gear stick. It just pops up. I lifted the ashtray and pulled gently from the front to start with.
Then work your way round.
You could also use a flat blade screw driver, protected with a cloth to prevent scratching. It's held in place with 4 clips. 2 front, 2
back.
You can see the 4 locations of the clips at each corner of the gear selector in the second picture for your reference.

6. Start to pull the main surround away. This just unclips from several locatons. A couple at the top, a couple on the sides and a
couple near to the park brake lever.

7. Unbolt the four 7mm bolts holding the unit in place and slide out. Disconnect all the wires. 
You will also need to unscrew the bottom switch pack that houses the hazzards. This will need to be screwed on to the bottom of the
the nav screen unit. just 2 torx screws for this, no need to unlug it from anywhere.
SORRY - No pics for this part :-(

8. After you've routed the loom, plugged in the DVD, plugged all the cables into the nav screen and then plugged in the RCCM, give it
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a go, to make sure it works before bolting it all back together!

9. Secure the Nav screen in place

10. Do the reverse of the above to put everything back.......

11. Sit back and enjoy!!!!!!!!!!
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